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Smart Lighting Solutions

  

 

  
 


Data tools such as visitor
tracking and occupancy data are
useful to enhance safety and
security by helping you track
visitors to your property, as well
as monitor parking lot areas at
all hours.

 
   

 


The data collected by your smart
lighting system can be used to
ensure your property abides by
local lighting ordinances relating
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Smart Lighting provides valuable
information regarding the
operating status of fixtures
which is critical for managing the
maintenance of your lighting.

  

   



By combining multiple datasources in yoursystem,
such as daylight harvesting, scheduling, and
occupancy detection, your system is able to create a
maximum savings strategy.

Identifying additional areas of energy savings is
important for a facility or energy manager. Smart
lighting systems collect useful data to assist in making
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Best in Class Hardware
FSG is able to provide world-class, turnkey lighting controls services with competitive pricing due to strong partnerships and
vendor relationships forged over years of cooperation. Trusted hardware vendors include, but are not limited to:

Types of Lighting Controls Solutions
FSG Smart Buildings is able to handle any type of lighting controls system architecture. Whether you need control at the
main panel or something as finite as fixture-level control, FSG can design and deploy solutions to your exact specifications.
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A Smart Platform for Smart Lighting
Designed with multi-site businesses in mind, Chariot provides a friendly and
adaptive UI from which you can monitor and control your lighting alongside
your other energy management and automation systems. Capable of tying
together many mixed and legacy systems, Chariot can also monitor the
energy usage of your lighting and other types of fixtures.
If corporate compliance mandates that you use a specific hardware, FSG can
install and commission your system on the UI of your choice.

Contact us today to speak with an expert.
fsgsmartbuildings.com | (512) 835-6120

